The outcome variable for models B reflects the proportion of topics explicitly related to social investment in the average recommendation per country-year. This measure is bounded between 0 and 1, with 0 indicating the average share of recommendations in a given country-year recommending social investment being 0%, and 1 indicating this share to be 100%. Thus, a country receiving three recommendations in a given year, in which the shares of covered topics related to social investment are 20%, 60% and 40%, receives a value of 0.4 on this measure.
We use the statistical software R and its text mining features (most notably R's tm, Quanteda, topicmodels and ldatuning packages) to run the LDA model used to estimate the topics covered in the recommendations. First, we extract the recommendations from the Commission documents, being all text in the enumeration between "HEREBY RECOMMENDS […] to:" and "Done at Brussels, […]". We split these texts by recommendation (N = 824) and clean the texts using conventional pre-processing steps, including the removal of frequently (> 60%) and infrequently (< 1%) occurring terms. LDA models are fully unsupervised, but require the researcher to ex-ante set the number of topics the model should converge upon. To estimate the optimal number of topics, we use the ldatuning package (https://cran.rproject.org/web/packages/ldatuning/ldatuning.pdf) to estimate the statistically optimal number of topics present in the total corpus of recommendations. The ldatuning package calculates four different metrics. Griffiths2004 optimizes the log-likelihood of replicating the terms as found in the corpus generatively under varying values for topic number k. This metric uses Markov Chain Monte Carlo simulations to iterate over a range of possible values for k, simulating a loglikelihood of finding the terms per document given k and optimizing this log-likelihood over a range of possible values for k. CaoJuan2009 minimizes topic density (cosine distance), which is a measure of the multiway correlation between topics under varying values of k. Lower levels of density indicate less overlap between topics and a more stable topic structure. Arun2010 minimizes Kullback-Leibler divergence, which is a measure of how much information is lost by changing the parameterization of the topic model (altering k). This metric thus aims to find k such that in moving from the data to a summary of the data (i.e. a parameterized topic model based on k topics), minimal information is lost. The Deveaud2014 is an adapted measure based on Kullback-Leibler divergence, which also seeks to optimize divergence between topics over a range of values of k. Based on these metrics, we choose 30 topics. We then fit the LDA model.
We use three steps to qualitative validate the fitted model. First, we look at the highest scoring terms per category and assess whether grouped terms are consistent (convergent validity) and whether topics sufficiently differ from each other (discriminant validity) (see Table 6 ). Second, we group the full-text recommendations by the topics they score highest on and compare these recommendations to assess whether their content is sufficiently congruent (see Table 7 ). We then name these topics and identify a topic as related to social investment if all full-text recommendations scoring highest on this topic advocate social investment (see Table 6 ). For example, topics 25 and 27 cover recommendations advocating improvements to the accessibility for disadvantaged groups to a member state's healthcare and pension systems, respectively. While these are clearly oriented towards social investment, these topics also cover recommendations advocating measures to make these systems more financially sustainable. As such, neither topic is solely related to social investment.
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